New On Video & DVD
Get Smart The Complete Series In this lighthearted spoof of the spy genre, Don Adams played
Maxwell Smart, a secret agent who was anything but. Under the guidance of his long-suffering Chief
(Edward C. Platt), and catty partner Agent 99 (Barbara Feldon), Smart spent the show bumbling his
way through the conspiracies of KAOS and saving the day despite himself. Smart never fails to save
the day, typically thanks to his own dumb luck and 99's skills.Created by Mel Brooks and Buck
Henry, the series was marked by the pair's vaudevillian dialogue, shrewd satire, and flawless grasp of
the absurd. The show's trapdoor telephone booth, phone shoe, and brassy theme song remain indelible
pieces of classic television. Includes all 5 seasons, 138 episodes and over 8 hours of bonus material
digitally restored and re-mastered! Bonus features include: Buck Henry interview, Barbara Feldon
interview, Don Adams 75th birthday roast, audio commentaries from Mel Brooks and much more!
Season 1 this Emmy-winning spoof of the spy genre stars Don Adams as bumbling operative
Maxwell Smart, who aided by shapely Agent 99 (Barbara Feldon) must outwit the dastardly KAOS
organization. Despite his ineptness with the gadgets at his disposal, clueless Max invariably foils the
baddies, but if he needs help, his boss (Edward Platt) is only a shoe-phone call away. First season
guests include Leonard Nimoy. Disc 1 includes episodes: "Mr. Big," "Diplomat's Daughter," "School
Days," "Our Man in Toyland," "Now You See Him...Now You Don't," " Washington 4, Indians 3,"
"KAOS in Control" and "The Day Smart Turned Chicken." Disc 2 includes the following episodes:
"Satan Place," "Our Man in Leotards," "Too Many Chiefs," "My Nephew the Spy," "Aboard the
Orient Express," "Weekend Vampire," "Survival of the Fattest" and "Double Agent." Disc 3 includes
the following episodes: "Kisses for KAOS," "The Dead Spy Scrawls," "Back to the Drawing Board,"
"All in the Mind," "Dear Diary," "Smart, the Assassin" and "I'm Only Human." Disc 4 includes the
following episodes: "Stakeout on Blue Mist Mountain," "The Amazing Harry Hoo," "Hubert's
Unfinished Symphony," "Ship of Spies, Part 1," "Ship of Spies, Part 2," "Shipment to Beirut" and
"The Last One in is a Rotten Spy." Disc 5: Bonus Material The bonus materials for the premiere season of Get Smart include an interview with Buck Henry, the featurette: The Secret History of Get
Smart, TV Appearances and Spots, Bloopers, the Get Smart Reunion Seminar in 2003 and an
Interactive Bonus Feature: The Chief's Office. Season 2 Inept Control agent Maxwell Smart (Don
Adams) and sharp, sexy Agent 99 (Barbara Feldon) continue to take down the bad guys of KAOS
with the help of their crazy gadgets in the second season of this popular satirical spy sitcom. Max has
to step in when KAOS programs Control robot Hymie (David Gauthier) to murder the Chief (Edward
Platt); Max becomes the leader of the spy labor union; and Max and Agent 99 try to expose a circus
smuggling ring. Disc 1 includes episodes: "Anatomy of a Lover," "Strike While the Agent is Hot," "A
Spy for a Spy," "The Only Way to Die," "Maxwell Smart, Alias Jimmy Ballantine," "Casablanca,"
"The Decoy" and "Hoo Done It." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Rub-a-Dub-Dub. Three
Spies in a Sub," "The Greatest Spy on Earth," "Island of the Darned," "Bronzefinger," "Perils in a Pet
Shop," "The Whole Tooth and...," "Kiss of Death" and "It Takes One to Know One." Disc 3 disc
includes the following episodes: "Someone Down Here Hates Me." "Cutback at Control," "The Man
from YENTA," "The Mummy," "The Girls from KAOS," "Smart Fit the Battle of Jericho" and
"Where-What-How-Who Am I?" Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Expendable Agent,"
"How to Succeed in the Spy Business Without Really Trying," "Appointment in Sahara," "Pussycats
Galore," "A Man Called Smart, Part 1," "A Man Called Smart, Part 2" and "A Man Called Smart, Part
3." Disc 5: Bonus Material The bonus materials for the Season 2 of Get Smart include an interview
with Leonard Stern, a featurette on Barbara Feldon: Real Model to Role Model, the 1967 Emmy
Broadcast, Bloopers, the Get Smart Reunion Seminar in 2003, Don Adams 75th Birthday Celebration,
NBC Broadcast Standards Memos and an Interactive Bonus feature: Agent 99's Purse. Season 3 In the
third season of the popular spy satire, Agent Maxwell Smart (Don Adams), Agent 99 (Barbara Feldon)
and the Chief (Edward Platt) have to contend with KAOS's League of Impersonators, who are imitating Control agents and causing all sorts of problems. In other episodes, Max holds a séance to obtain
evidence from a deceased informant, everyone at Control is moonlighting because of cutbacks and
Max goes undercover for British Control. Disc 1 includes the following segments: "The Spy Who Met
Himself," "Witness for the Persecution," "Viva Smart," "The Spirit is Willing," "Maxwell Smart,
Private Eye," "Supersonic Boom" and "One of Our Olives is Missing." Disc 2 includes the following
segments: "When Good Fellows Get Together," "Dr. Yes.," "That Old Gang of Mine," "The Mild
Ones," "Classification Dead," "The Mysterious Dr. T" and "The King Lives?" Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Groovy Guru," "The Little Black Book, Part 1," "The Little Black Book, Part
2," "Don't Look Back," "99 Loses Control" and "The Wax Max." Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "Operation Ridiculous," "Spy, Spy, Birdie," "Run, Robot, Run," "The Hot Line," "Die, Spy"
and "The Reluctant Redhead." Disc 5: Bonus Material The bonus materials for the third season of Get
Smart include an interview with director Bruce Bilson, the featurette: Spooks, Spies, Gadgets and
Gizmos, TV Appearances and Spots, Bloopers, Don Rickles' Bloopers: Little Black Book, Get Smart
Reunion Seminar and Interactive Bonus feature: Max's Sunbeam Tiger. Season 4 Control agents
Maxwell Smart (Don Adams) and 99 (Barbara Feldon) get married in this fourth season of the spy sitcom. But when the boat blows up on their honeymoon cruise, they wind up on KAOS leader
Seigfried's (Bernie Kopell) secret island. In other episodes, Max and 99 go undercover as dancers at a
television station and Max uncovers corruption by watching the office across the street from his
wheelchair while recovering from a gunshot wound. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "The
Impossible Mission," "Snoopy Smart vs. the Red Barron," "Closely Watched Planes," "The Secret of
Sam Vittorio," "Diamonds Are a Spy's Best Friend," "The Worst Best Man" and "The Return of the
Ancient Mariner." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "With Love and Twitches," "The Lase
Blazer," "The Farkas Fracas," "Temporarily Out of Control," " Schwartz's Island," "One Nation
Invisible" and "Hurray for Hollywood." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Day They
Raided the Knights," "Tequila Mockingbird," "I Shot 86 Today," "Absorbe the Greek," "To Sire, with
Love, Part 1" and "To Sire, with Love, Part 2." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Shock It to
Me," "Leadside," "Greer Window," "The Not-So-Great Escape, Part 1," "The Not-So-Great Escape,
Part 2" and "A Tale of Two Tails." Disc 5: Bonus Material The bonus material for the fourth season of
Get Smart include interviews with Bernie Kopell and Barbara Feldon, the featurette Code Words and
Catch Phrases, TV Appearances and Spots, Bloopers amd the Interactive Bonus Feature Max's
Apartment. Season 5 In the fifth and final season of the popular spy spoof, Control agents Maxwell
Smart (Don Adams) and 99 (Barbara Feldon) become parents when 99 has twins, and Max and the
Chief (Edward Platt) attend a class for expectant fathers, believing it's a KAOS operation. Later, the
Chief orders Max to propose to a beautiful woman suspected of murdering her many husbands but the
wedding falls on the Smart's first anniversary and 99 isn't happy. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "Pheasant Under Glass," "Ironhand," "Valerie of the Dolls," "Widow Often Annie,"
"Treasure of C. Errol Madre," "Smart Fell on Alabama" and "And Baby Makes Four, Part 1." Disc 2
includes the following episodes: "And Baby Makes Four, Part 2," "Physician Impossible," "The Apes
of Rath," "Age Before Duty," "Is This Trip Necessary?," "Ice Station Siegfried" and "Moonlighting
Becomes You." Disc 3 disc includes the following episodes: "House of Max, Part 1," "House of Max,
Part 2," "Rebecca of Funny-Folk Farm," "The Mess of Adrian Listenger," "Witness for the Execution"
and "How Green Was My Valet." Disc 4 This disc includes the following episodes: "And Only Two
Ninety-Nine," "Smartacus," "What's It All About, Algie?," "Hello, Columbus - Goodbye, America,"
"Do I Hear a Vaults?," "I Am Curiously Yellow" and "Get Smart, Again!" Disc 5: Bonus Material The
bonus material for the fifth season of Get Smart includes the featurette: The Fans of Get Smart, the
Don Adams Memorial in 2005, TV Appearances and Spots, Bloopers, the ultimate Get Smart Clip
Reel and the Interactive bonus feature: Spy Aptitude Test. HBO
Justice League The New Frontier When Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman join forces--not to
mention Green Lantern, Martian Manhunter, and The Flash--they form the Justice League. Based on
the hit graphic novel by Darwyn Cooke, this animated feature plumbs the origins of the DC Comics
powerhouse. The adventure starts when the human race is threatened by a powerful creature, and only
the combined forces of these superheroes can stop it. But can they overcome their differences?
Instilling a Cold War atmosphere into this action-packed story adds a modern touch to The New
Frontier. Providing voices for the super group is an all-star cast that includes David Boreanaz, Lucy
Lawless, Kyle MacLachlan, Kyra Sedgwick, Brooke Shields, Neil Patrick Harris, and Jeremy Sisto.
Warner
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Batman: Dark Knight The Dark Knight starts in the wake of Batman Begins: with the appearance of
Batman (Christian Bale), Gotham City's criminal underworld is unnerved. They're also plagued by the
new D.A., Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckhart), who, in his quest for justice, remains above the city's corruption. Enter a new villain, the Joker (Heath Ledger), who wants to unite the criminals for a common
purpose: to kill Batman. The Dark Knight is one of the most hyped movies to date, and a lesser film
would be crushed under the weight of all that expectation. Some of the publicity stems from the early
death of Ledger, who turns in an excellent performance. He provides moments of humor, but this
Joker is terrifying, sharing more with classic villains such as Hannibal Lechter than with his comic
book predecessors. Eckhart is equally good as Dent, and Maggie Gyllenhaal deserves praise for taking
over the role of Rachel Dawes from Katie Holmes. Though there's more emphasis on plot and character development than in most comic book adaptations, that doesn't mean Nolan has skimped on any of
the action sequences. Each set piece is done perfectly, leaving the audience breathless. The Dark
Knight is filmmaking at its best; its subject matter may be dark and depressing, but it's tough not to
feel exhilarated by its artistry when the credits begin to roll. Warner
Popeye The Sailor 1941-1943 Celebrate the early years of the spinach-chomping, muscle-bound
sailorman Popeye with this terrific compilation. Though he's usually willing to let things go with a
malicious mutter and an intimidating squint, if he's pushed too far, watch out! And when Popeye
winds up his fist, it's usually to knock out Bluto, the oaf who's always swaggering toward his lovely
Olive Oyl. More than 30 black-and-white shorts covering the period 1941-1943 are included here.
Disc 1 includes the episodes "Problem Pappy," "Quiet Pleeze," "Olive's Sweepstakes Ticket," "Flies
Ain't Human," "Popeye Meets Rip Van Winkle," "Olive's Boithday Presink," "Child Psykolojiky,"
"Pest Pilot," "I'll Never Crow Again," "The Mighty Navy," "Nix on the Hypnotricks," "Kickin' the
Conga Round," "Blunder Below," "Fleets of Stren'th," "Pip-Eye" and "Olive Oyl and Water Don't
Mix.". Disc 2 includes the episodes "Problem Pappy," "Quiet Pleeze," "Olive's Sweepstakes Ticket,"
"Flies Ain't Human," "Popeye Meets Rip Van Winkle," "Olive's Boithday Presink," "Child
Psykolojiky," "Pest Pilot," "I'll Never Crow Again," "The Mighty Navy," "Nix on the Hypnotricks,"
"Kickin' the Conga Round," "Blunder Below," "Fleets of Stren'th," "Pip-Eye" and "Olive Oyl and
Water Don't Mix.". This two-disc set contains 32 shorts of Popeye, Olive Oyl and Bluto. Bonuses:
interviews, featurettes. Warner
The Day The Earth Stood Still Beginning with a documentary style that immediately hooks the viewer, The Day The Earth Stood Still, based on the Harry Bates short story "Farewell to the Master,"
becomes as much a human interest story as it does a sci-fi B-movie classic. The film soberly depicts
the arrival of an alien dignitary, Klaatu (Michael Rennie), who has come to earth with his deadly
robot, Gort (Lock Martin), to deliver the message that earthlings must stop warring among themselves--or else. After being shot at by ignorant, panicky military guards, Klaatu is brought to a
Washington, D.C., hospital, where he begs a sympathetic but frank Major White (Robert Osterloh) to
gather all the world's leaders so he can tell them more specifically what he has come 250 million
miles to warn them about. Losing patience, Klaatu slips into the human world, adapting a false identity and living at a boarding house where he meets a smart woman with a conscience, Helen Benson
(Patricia Neal), and her inquisitive son, Bobby (Billy Gray). Both mother and son soon find themselves embroiled in the complex mystery of Klaatu, his message, and the government's witch hunt for
the alien. Beginning with a documentary style that immediately hooks the viewer, The Day The Earth
Stood Still, based on the Harry Bates short story "Farewell to the Master," becomes as much a human
interest story as it does a sci-fi B-movie classic. The film soberly depicts the arrival of an alien dignitary, Klaatu (Michael Rennie), who has come to earth with his deadly robot, Gort (Lock Martin), to
deliver the message that earthlings must stop warring among themselves--or else. After being shot at
by ignorant, panicky military guards, Klaatu is brought to a Washington, D.C., hospital, where he
begs a sympathetic but frank Major White (Robert Osterloh) to gather all the world's leaders so he can
tell them more specifically what he has come 250 million miles to warn them about. Losing patience,
Klaatu slips into the human world, adapting a false identity and living at a boarding house where he
meets a smart woman with a conscience, Helen Benson (Patricia Neal), and her inquisitive son,
Bobby (Billy Gray). Both mother and son soon find themselves embroiled in the complex mystery of
Klaatu, his message, and the government's witch hunt for the alien. Made during the cold war--when
Americans were obsessed with the destructive capabilities of the atomic bomb, The Day The Earth
Stood Still, thanks to its beautiful pacing, excellent dialogue, and haunting score by Bernard
Herrmann, is still a treat for contemporary audiences.Made during the cold war--when Americans
were obsessed with the destructive capabilities of the atomic bomb. The Day The Earth Stood Still,
thanks to its beautiful pacing, excellent dialogue, and haunting score by Bernard Herrmann, is still a
treat for contemporary audiences. Fox
Swingtown Season One The 1970s were a tumultuous decade for America, and this CBS drama follows three couples as they navigate the changing cultural terrain. After moving to an upper-crust
Chicago neighborhood with their children, Susan and Bruce Miller (Molly Parker and Jack
Davenport) befriend their new neighbors--Tom and Trina (Grant Show and Lana Parrilla)--who they
soon learn have an open marriage. This lifestyle is at odds with the attitudes of their more conservative friends, Roger and Janet Thompson (Josh Hopkins and Miriam Shor), just as it is strangely
intriguing. Snazzy '70s fashion, sexual exploration, and crumbling traditional values are the main
ingredients of this first season of Swingtown. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Pilot," "Love
Will Find A Way," "Double Exposure" and "Cabin Fever." Additional Actors: Steve Shearer, Damon
Carney, Nicole Swahn. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Go Your Own Way," "Friends With
Benefits" and "Heatwave." Additional Actors: Heidi Marnhout, Judith Hoag, Jim O'Heir. Disc 3
includes the following episodes: "Puzzlerama," "Swingus Interruptus" and "Running On Empty."
Additional Actors: Rachelle Lefevre, Kate Norby, Rick Peters. Disc 4 includes the following episodes:
"Get Down Tonight," "Surprise!" and "Take It To The Limit." Additional Actors: Caitlin Custer, Steve
Seagren, Tracey Heggins. Paramount
Petticoat Junction First Season From the mind of Paul Henning, creator of The Beverly Hillbillies,
came this charming sitcom that aired from 1963-70. Set in the fictional Hootersville, the show followed the goings-on at the Shady Rest Hotel, run by Kate Bradley (Bea Benaderet) and her three gorgeous daughters: blond, boy-crazy Billie Jo (Jeannine Riley); literary, intellectual Bobbie Joe (Pat
Woodell); and redheaded tomboy Betty Joe (Linda Henning). The only way to reach the hotel was via
the Cannonball Express, which was run by Charley Pratt (Smiley Burnette) and Floyd Smoot (Rufe
Davis). The girls' Uncle Joe (Edgar Buchanan), who fancied himself the hotel's general manager but
instead just generally shirked, and Sam Drucker (Frank Cady), who ran the General Store, round out
the cast. This release features the first season of the classic country-themed show. Paramount
Superman Doomsday When Lexcorp accidentally unearths the intergalactic serial killer Doomsday,
Superman battles the creature head on in the fight of his life...literally. The world collectively mourns
their fallen hero; humanity realizes it will never feel truly safe again. Superman's enemies rejoice all
but Lex Luthor, who grieves the loss in his own demented manner, setting off a chilling chain of
events that even he couldn't have foreseen. Inspired by the bestselling graphic novel of all time, DC
Comics' The Death of Superman, this feature-length animated adventure boasts exciting action
sequences that rivals anything you've ever seen starring the Man of Steel! Actors: Adam Baldwin,
Anne Heche. Warner
Transformers Energon The Ultimate Collection Picking up where the Transformers: Armada series
left off, Transformers: Energon continues to chronicle the saga of the mutating robots and their epic
battles over the fate of mankind. This series follows the heroic Optimus Prime and his legion of
Autobots and Omnicons as they struggle to defeat the villainous Alpha Q, his Decepticon minion
Scorponok, a new breed of Transformers known as Terrorcons, and the return of the deadly Megatron.
This collection presents all 52 episodes of the series. Paramount
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Happy Days 4th Season Centered on a suburban white-bread family in 1950s Milwaukee, the series
chronicled the wholesome adventures of teenager Richie Cunningham (Ron Howard), his bobby-soxer
younger sister, Joanie (Erin Moran), their exasperated parents Howard (Tom Bosley) and Marion
(Marion Ross), and Richie's on-the-make high school buddies, Potsie (Anson Williams) and Ralph
(Donny Most). But it was the finger-snapping charm of the Cunninghams' upstairs tenant, greaser
Arthur "Fonzie" Fonzarelli (Henry Winkler), that vaulted the series into the annals of television history--and ensured Fonzie's leather jacket a permanent spot in the Smithsonian collection. There's love
on the horizon for the Fonz (Henry Winkler) in the fourth-season opener of this classic sitcom when
daredevil Pinky Tuscadero (Roz Kelly) rides back into his life. Later, Potsie (Anson Williams) saves
Fonzie from a burning garage; Richie (Ron Howard) plays house in Fonzie's apartment; Joanie (Erin
Moran) tries to walk on the wild side; and Mrs. C (Marion Ross) takes a job waitressing at Arnold's.
Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Fonzie Loves Pinky: Part 1," "Fonzie Lovs Pinky: Part 2,"
"Fonzie Loves Pinky: Part 3," "A Mind Of Their Own," "Fonzie The Father," "Fonzie's Hero," "A
Place Of His Own" and "They Shoot Fonzies, Don't They?" Additional Actors: Al Molinaro, Michael
Pataki, Larry Golden, Michele Nichols. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The Muckrakers,"
"A.K.A. The Fonz," "Richie Branches Out," "Fonzie's Old Lady," "Time Capsule," "The Book of
Records," "A Shot In The Dark" and "Marion Rebels." Additional Actors: Arthur Batanides, Robert
Ball, Paulette Breen, Diana Hyland. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Graduation: Part 1,"
"The Graduation: Part 2," "The Physical," "Joanie's Weird Boyfriend," "Fonz-How, Inc.," "Spunky
Come Home," "Last of the Big Time Malphs" and "Fonzie's Baptism." Additional Actors: Jason
Wingreen, Paul Linke, Danny Butch, Erin Blunt. Paramount/CBS
Rawhide Season 3, Vol. 2 Before he became a fixture in the Spaghetti Western genre, actor Clint
Eastwood shot to fame in the 1950s and '60s television series Rawhide. Considered one of the best
TV Westerns of all time, the classic show followed the adventures of a band of rovers hired to drive
cattle through the lawless terrain of the 1870s Wild West while encountering both natural and manmade dangers such as anthrax and cattle rustlers. Eastwood starred as rover Rowdy Yates, the straightarrow assistant to a tough-as-nails trail boss, Gil Favor (Eric Fleming), who also presided over trail
hands Mushy (James Murdock), Quince (Steve Raines), Nolan (Sheb Wooley), and Wishbone (Paul
Brinegar). Trail boss Gil Favor (Eric Fleming) continues to lead his band of Texas cowpokes as they
drive the herd to market in this popular Western series that launched the career of Clint Eastwood,
who stars as cowboy Rowdy Yates. In these episodes, the team deals with buyers scared off by fears
of a failing bank, a new drover who's addicted to morphine, a murderous buffalo soldier and sundry
other outlaws, from horse thieves to stagecoach robbers. Disc 1 includes the following episodes:
"Incident At Rojo Canyon," "Incident of The Challenge," "Incident At Dragon Crossing" and
"Incident Of the Night Visitor." Additional Actors: Nelson Welch, Tom Troupe, Robert Easton, Julie
London, Bobby Troup, Michael Pate, Orville Sherman, John Hart, Ann Doran.: Disc 2 includes the
following episodes: "Incident of the Slavemaster," "Incident On the Road To Yesterday," "Incident at
Superstition Prarie" and "Incident at Poco Tiempo." Additional Actors: John Erwin, Stephen
Courtleigh, Andy Albin, Charles Tannen, King Calder, Stephen Joyce, Gregory Walcott. Disc 3
includes the following episodes: "Incident of the Captive," "Incident of the Buffalo Soldier," "Incident
of the Broken Word" and "Incident at the Top of The World." Additional Actors: Dan Sheridan, Joe
De Santis, Mercedes McCambridge, Roy Glenn, Woody Strode, Ray Montgomery, Rupert Crosse,
Robert Culp, Paul Carr. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Incident Near the Promised Land,"
"Incident of the Big Blowout" and "Incident of the Fish Out of Water."Additional Actors: Don
Harvey, Stafford Repp, Mary Astor, Myron Healey, Dorothy Green, Barbara Beaird, Jock Gaynor,
George D. Wallace, Max Mellinger, Gene Evans. Paramount/CBS
The Best of Password 1962-1697 Host Allen Ludden leads the fun in this collection of episodes from
the classic 1960s game show as two teams -- each pairing a contestant with a celebrity guest -- compete to figure out the secret password by giving single-word clues. Password may have had a simple
premise--contestants receive clues and use them to deduce guess the secret, one-word answer but with
celebrities such as Nancy Sinatra, Woody Allen, and Sammy Davis Jr. on hand, the game never got
boring! This "Best Of" collection includes 32 episodes of the classic game, featuring some of the funniest, most outrageous moments in the show's history. BCI
The World at War Hitler to Hiroshima This gripping documentary recounts the rise of the Axis powers leaders -- Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini and Hideki Tojo -- who tried to conquer the world, and
the Allied efforts that defeated the forces of fascism but at a terrible cost. Using dramatic archival
footage to chart the entire course of World War II, the film chronicles the conflict's devastating effects
in Europe and across the Pacific, ending with the birth of the atomic age. BCI
Crossroads Two years into his studies at a seminary, a young Jesuit named Peter (Jacob Pitts) finds
himself torn between his devotion to God and his feelings for a beautiful, free-spirited woman named
Jill (Amy Acker), whom he meets while working in a soup kitchen. Filmed on location in Mobile,
Ala., this drama from writer-director Murray Robinson also features Frank Langella, Alan Arkin,
Orson Bean and William Lee Scott. MTI
Spiker A nightmare come to life, the Spiker is a massive pink-eyed albino and a maniac killing
machine whose physical endurance borders on the fantastic. He escapes from an asylum and returns
to the small town he terrorized years before, where he slashed his victims to pieces with railroad
spikes and buried the bodies under the train tracks outside of town. When a group of local teens
decide to camp out at an abandoned house, they are attacked by the Spiker and discover a web of terrible secrets hidden there. Frank Zagarino, Ginger Kroll, and David 'Shark' Fralick star. MTI
Kathy Smith Total Body Lift Defy gravity with Kathy Smith's Total Body Lift. Her unique combination of exercises will give you the strength, energy, and shape of a younger body. Kathy's secret is to
hone in on specific muscle groups to provide the greatest results in the least amount of time. You'll
tone and tighten using a series of small, concentrated muscle movements, strengthen with traditional
exercises that involve a full range of motion, and create long, beautiful lines with deep stretches. Total
Body Lift includes: Warm-Up: Warm up the entire body with a 5- minute routine designed to create
heat in the muscles and joints. Upper Body Lift: Tone and tighten the arms, shoulders and chest using
floor exercises and light weights. Leg Lift: Get long, lean legs with a series of squats, curls, and lifts
using a chair for support. Butt Lift: Reshape your glutes and get that beautiful curve with a combination of standing exercises and floor work. Tummy Lift: Cinch your waistline with these abdominal
and core conditioning exercises. Lions Gate
The Shuttered Room / It When his boss is crushed under a bizarre statue that mysteriously survived a
devastating fire, an assistant museum curator (Roddy McDowall) launches his own investigation into
its origins. Discovering that the stone sculpture is actually the Golem, a horrific monster from 16thcentury Jewish myth, McDowall is able to use the creature to do his evil bidding. "It!" also stars Jill
Haworth, Paul Maxwell. AKA: "Anger of the Golem," "Curse of the Golem." And, a creepy adaptation of the short story by H.P. Lovecraft and August Derleth, "The Shuttered Room" focuses on a couple who inherits an ancestral New England estate only to be tormented by the terrible secret that
dwells behind a locked door that must never be opened, if the spooked locals are to be believed. Gig
Young, Carol Lynley, and Oliver Reed star. Warner
Chamber of Horrors / The Brides of Fu Manchu Chamber Of Horrors: Cinematic gimmicks like the
Fear Flasher and Horror Horn may foreshadow the film's chilling moments, but they couldn't overshadow its twisted storyline. In this British horror flick, a convict (Patrick O'Neal) slices off his hand
to escape his shackles. Not to be deterred, he then attaches a series of deadly weapons to his stump in
order to terrorize polite society. Brides Of Fun Manchu: The beautiful daughters of the world's most
brilliant scientists are sequestered by Fu Manchu (Christopher Lee). The despicable henchman offers
their lives in exchange for building him a death ray. With 10 young lives hanging in the balance,
Scotland Yard leaps into action to save the damsels and foil the villain. Warner
Pulse 3 In this third tale, young Justine has turned sweet 16 and is as rebellious as they come. Willing
to do just about anything to leave the lifeless, technologically phobic post-apocalyptic world in which
she lives, Justine sees the working laptop she just found as the perfect opportunity to escape into the
city of the dead, where she hopes to find her mysterious internet suitor. But Justine has no idea how
deadly her trip will be. Rider Strong and Diane Goldner star in this horrific techno-thriller.
Weinstein/Genius
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007 Live and Let Die In his first turn as James Bond, Roger Moore infiltrates a gang of narcotics
smugglers in voodoo-infested Jamaica. The eighth adventure in the Broccoli/Saltzman series finds
James Bond doing his part to help Americans "just say no". A burly Caribbean dignitary plans to
dump an enormous amount of free heroin into the American market in order to boost the number of
users as quickly as possible. While attempting to thwart the villain, Bond takes time out to romance
one of the evildoer's advisors, a sexy tarot-reader known as Solitaire. Snakes, sharks, crocodiles and
gunmen bar the rest of the way, and 007 also proves his powerboating skills in the course of completing this harrowing mission. Special Features: Documentary Bond 1973: The Lost Documentary.
Featurettes "Roger Moore as James Bond, Circa 1964 " "On Set With Roger Moore" "Inside Live And
Let Die" Trailers "Ministry of Propaganda" Original Trailers and TV Spots. Interactive Features:
Interactive Tour - "007 Mission Control" Interactive Guide Into the World of Live And Let Die. MGM
007 For Your Eyes Only Roger Moore makes his fifth appearance as 007 in this, the twelfth Bond
film. In this outing, the renowned British double agent must locate a weapons system known as
ATAC, which controls Great Britain's submarines, after it is sunk on a ship in the Ionian Sea. While
he must contend with a formidable foe in the villain known as Kristatos (Glover), he does have the
lovely and talented Melina (Bouquet), the daughter of a scientist killed by Kristatos, on his side. For
fans craving their old favorites, Blofeld, Moneypenny and Q all put in appearances. The stunts come
fast and furious, most notably a breathtaking race down a ski slope at the film's opening. Additional
Release Material: Audio Commentary, Sir Roger Moore (Star), Michael G Wilson (Executive
Producer) and Crew, John Glen (Director) and Actors. Deleted Scenes, Featurettes: "Bond in Greece,
Bond in Cortina", " Neptune's Journey ", "Inside For Your Eyes Only", Music Video Sheena Easton
"For Your Eyes Only'. Trailers "Ministry of Propaganda" Original Trailers and TV Spots. Interactive
Features: Interactive Tour - "007 Mission Control" Interactive Guide Into the World of For Your Eyes
Only. MGM
007 From Russia With Love Secret agent James Bond battles the all-enveloping tentacles of an international crime syndicate called Spectre. The organization's mad plan for world supremacy unfolds
with the icy efficiency of a chessmaster's complex strategy, and if they succeed, the antagonism of the
cold war will be pushed from deep-freeze to the supernova of atomic oblivion. But our man Bond dispatches sultry spies, madmen, and double agents with the same coolness he displays while downing
martinis and making love to beautiful blondes. In this, the second of the series, Bond travels to Turkey
to meet a mysterious Russian woman who claims to have fallen in love with his photograph. She
offers him a secret translating device if he will join her, although he does not know that she has been
put up to the task by Rosa Klebb, formerly of the KGB, who has gone to work for SPECTRE. It's
Bond's assignment to get the girl and the machine back to England--and to do it, of course, in style.
Additional Release Material: Audio Commentary - "The Complete Special Features Library: Mission
Dossier" Director Terence Young and Members of the Cast and Crew. Featurettes: " Ian Fleming and
Raymond Chandler", "Harry Saltzman: Showman ", "Ian Fleming on Desert Island Discs", "Inside
From Russia With Love", Interview Ian Fleming: The CBC Interview. Trailers "Ministry of
Propaganda" Original Trailers and TV Spots. Interactive Features: Interactive Tour "007 Mission
Control" Interactive Guide Into the World of From Russia With Love. MGM
007 Thunderball Based on Ian Fleming's 1961 novel. Here's 007 at his best. The fourth film in the
Bond series. Terrorist mastermind Emilio Largo hijacks two nuclear weapons and has his sights set on
a blackmail payday of global proportions- unless James Bond (Sean Connery) can stop him!
Thunderball gets the Special Edition treatment with commentary by director Terence Young and two
making-of featurettes. An action classic that'll move and thrill you, Thunderball is one of the best of
the franchise. Additional Release Material: Audio Commentary. "The Complete Special Features
Library: Mission Dossier" Featuring Director Terence Young and Others, Peter Hunt (Editor), John
Hopkins (Writer) and Others. Bonus Shorts "The Incredible World of James Bond Original 1965 NBC
Television Special" "A Child's Guide to Blowing Up a Motor Car 1965 Ford Promotional Film On
Location With Ken Adam" Featurettes: "The Making of Thunderball", "Bill Suitor: The Rocket Man
Movies ", "The Thunderball Phenomenon", "The Secret History of Thunderball", "Selling Bonds Original 1965 Television Advertisements ", "ThunderbalL Boat Show Reel ". Trailers "Ministry of
Propaganda", Original Trailers and TV Spots. Interactive Features: Interactive Tour "007 Mission
Control" Interactive Guide Into the World of Thunderball. MGM
Home Alone Eight year old Kevin MacAllister (Macaulay Culkin) gets lost in the shuffle as his large,
upper-middle class suburban family rushes to make a plane that will ferry them off to their Christmas
vacation in France; Kevin, having been banished to an attic room as punishment, is subsequently forgotten. At first this is a dream come true, as for the first time in his young life he has no one to
answer to but himself, and he takes full advantage of his newfound freedom, eating junk food and
watching late-night horror flicks. But when the bumbling Wet Bandits Harry (Joe Pesci) and Marv
(Daniel Stern) target his house for a robbery, Kevin must step up to defend his home; he sets a maze
of booby traps so elaborate that only an eight year old imagination could concoct them. Ultimately,
Kevin learns the importance of family during the holidays in a touching reunion with his clan that is
highlighted by the film's amazing original score, which was nominated for an Academy Award.
Additional Release Material: Audio Commentary Director Chris Colombus and Star Macaulay Culkin.
Behind the Scenes Blooper Reel, Mac Cam: Behind the Scenes with Macaulay Culkin
Deleted Scenes (15). Featurettes 1990 Press Featurette The Making of Home Alone, How to BurglarProof Your Home: The Stunts of Home Alone, Home Alone Around the World, Where's Buzz Now?,
Angels with Filthy Soul & Trailers. Fox
Jingle All The Way Arnold Schwartzenegger stars as Howard Langston, an overworked mattress
salesman who has been neglecting his family of late; in an attempt to redeem himself, he promises his
son whatever he wants for Christmas. Turns out that his heart's desire is a TurboMan doll, coveted by
every other kid this year as well, and Howard quickly forgets about his promise until Christmas Eve.
Unfortunately, all the stores are already sold out, and Howard embarks upon a wild goose chase
throughout the streets of Minneapolis, encountering some wacky characters along the way. These
include a postal worker of questionable sanity (Sinbad), a ticket-happy police officer (Robert Conrad),
and a con-artist Santa Claus (James Belushi). As Howard's hunt drags on, his bachelor neighbor (Phil
Hartman) starts to move in on his wife (Rita Wilson). Disc 1 Disc 1: Jingle All The Way Extended
version Additional Release Material: Deleted Scenes (6),Featurettes The Making of a Hero, Super
Kids, Turbo Man Behind the Mask Trailer. Fox
In The Name of the King: A Dungeon Siege Tale Is a fantasy-adventure based on a popular video
game series, Dungeon Siege. The film follows the simple but heroic and fearless Farmer, portrayed by
Jason Statham, as he gets caught up in the brink-of-war tensions of King Konraid (Burt Reynolds), his
back-stabbing nephew Duke Fallow (Matthew Lillard), and the evil wizard, Gallian (Ray Liotta). The
film features similar plot-points to the critically acclaimed The Lord Of The Rings trilogy (20012003), including a sinister beastly army parallel to LOTR's orcs of Mordor, called the Krugs, responsible for killing members of Farmer's family and kidnapping his wife, Solana (Claire Forlani). Highadventure follows, as Farmer, and his brother-in-law Bastian (Will Sanderson) and friend Norick (Ron
Perlman) pursue the Krugs, which lead them to a vast underground lair of enslaved humans, orchestrated by Gallian, as he seeks to create and rule a hellish underworld with magic and mysticism. The
film also includes John Rhys-Davis as Merick, a noble wizard, and the King's closest confidante and
spiritual healer; and Leelee Sobieski as Merick's daughter, who as the scorned lover of Gallian, has
put the kingdom at great risk. Although some of the all-star cast seems a bit out of place in a swordand-sorcerer epic, video game fans won't mind much as the majority of the two-hour film contains
nonstop action and intriguing fantasy characters. Fox

